Abstract. Ventricular fibrillation/ Ventricular Tachycardia detection is the pivotal component in automated external defibrillators (AEDs). In heart scientific literature, there are a wide variety of methods and ideas for handling this task. The AEDs need these methods and detections have a perfect performance, be easily implementable, we simulated a continuous analysis by selecting the data in steps of 7 seconds without any preselection. We used the complete Creighton University Ventricular Tachyarrhythmia Database (CUDB). All signals were detected under equal conditions. We use Time-delay transform (TDT) in the signals. Then we extracted 6 features, 3 known features and 3 new shockable features. At last, we use the Neural Network with Weight Fuzzy Membership Functions (NEWFM) to train and obtain the result. And the result is better than phase space reconstruction algorithm.
Introduction
There are hundred thousands of people dying of sudden cardiac disease, which is mainly caused by Ventricular fibrillation/ Ventricular tachycardia (VF/VT). VF/VT is a kind of highly disordered cardiac electrical activities, and is difficult to recover automatically. When VT/VF happen, the heart will loss pump function, and can endanger patient's life. Animal experiments and clinical experiments have proved that the shocks can effectively terminate ventricular VF/VT. Moreover, defibrillation success rate is closely related to defibrillation time. According to statistics, defibrillation is delayed one minute, recovery rate decrease 7 to 10 percent. Therefore, the early defibrillation is an important chain of survival mentioned in American Heart Association (AHA) [6] . Automatic External Defibrillator (AED) can quickly detect and classify VF/VT and other dangerous signals. And AED can quickly shock patients to recover the pump function. The application of AED improves the probability of early defibrillation [7] . In order to achieve faster and more accurate early defibrillation, the processing and analysis of real-time Electrocardiograph (ECG) signal can improve the accuracy of defibrillation, and reduce myocardial damage. In traditional VT/VF detection algorithm, there is phase space reconstruction algorithm (PSR) to convert the time domain to value domain [3] . PSR is easier and faster VT/VF detection. However, ECG signal is so complex that PSR can not make the recognition rate perfect. So this paper presents a new algorithm, Time-delay transform (TDT). Then we extracted and selected 6 features and use the Neural Network with Weight Fuzzy Membership Functions (NEWFM) to improve the accuracy [2] .
2
The New VT/VF Detection 
Time-delay Transform
To make the ECG signal more obvious, this paper proposes a new transform named Time-delay transform. We use 0.5s as the delay time.
x'( t ) = x( t ) -x( t + 0.5 ) .
x(t) is the Step 2's HWT D3 signal and x'(t) is the time delayed signals. With this transform, the peak of NSR and VT/VF become more distinct. It focuses on the signal's fluctuation and variation.
Feature Extraction and Selection
In the Step 3, the initial features are extracted from processed ECG signal. There are 24 features extracted as initial features. Then we use NADM based on NEWFM to select 6 features from the initial features in Step 4. These features like Table 1 . First point before second highest peak; Average distance2
Average distance between -0.1 and 0.1; Average distance3
Average distance between -0.2 and 0.2; Outside points SD The points standard deviation outside -0.3 and 0.3.
Experiment and Result
The database is downloaded from the Creighton University Ventricular Tachyarrhythmia Database (CUDB) on physioNet website [4] . The CUDB consists 35 files, each of them is 508 seconds and the frequence is 250Hz. We use the complete CUDB. All signals are detected under equal conditions. 7 seconds without any preselection continuous samples are simulated in the analysis. And Table 2 shows the sample numbers, and numbers of true positive (TP), false negative (FN), false positive (FP), true negative (TN). Table 3 shows the performance of proposed new algorithm and Amann algorithm [5] .
The results contain Sensitivity rates (Se), Specificity rates (Sp), Positive productivity rates (Pp) and Accuracy rates (Ac). 
Conclusion
This paper proposes a new transform named Time-delay transform and six new features, such as average distance 2, average distance 3 and so on. Six minimum features selected by NADM based on NEWFM. The performance results are better than Amann Algorithm. The six-feature model can be used in shockable detection..
